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EX-OFFICIO.
STATION STAFF.
Baton Rouge, La., December 31, 1919.
To Bis Excellency, Ruffin G. Pleasant,
Governor of Louisiana.
Sir :
I have the honor to submit, herewith, the annual report of
the Experiment Stations of the Louisiana State University and
Agricultural and Mechanical College for the year 1919.
As required by act of the National Congress of March 2,
1887, providing Federal aid for experiment stations of the
several
states, and in accordance with act of March 2, 1906, providing ad-
ditional funds for research work at the experiment stations of
the several states, a financial statement is submitted for the fiscal
year beginning July 1, 1918, and ending June 30, 1919.
The financial statement of the Federal appropriations for the
fiscal year July 1, 1917, to June 30, 1918, was not published in
pamphlet form for general distribution and I am including this
report as a supplement hereto.
Very respectfully,
W. R. Dodson.
SUPPLEMENTARY REPORT OF THE HATCH AND
ADAMS AND STATE AND FERTILIZER FUNDS.
HATCH AND ADAMS FUNDS.
Hatch Fund Adams Fund
Dr.
Received from the Treasurer of the
United States, as per appropriation , , j ;
for fiscal year ending June 30, 1918, <
under Acts of Congress approved
j
March 2, 1887, (Hatch Fund), and of







Postage and Stationery 97.69 . 201.91
Freight and Express 43.33
Heat, Light, Water and Power 266.48
Chemicals and Laboratory Supplies 1,107.33
Seeds. Plants, and Sundry Supplies .... 677.69 256.04
Fertilizers 643.18
Feeding Stuffs 1,761.68 352.00
Library 81.31
Tools, Machinery, and Appliances 1,349.02 99.00
Furniture and Fixtures 2.35 344.50
Scientific Apparatus and Specimens 413.87
Live Stock 1,381.95 135.00
Traveling Expenses 4.80 279.08
Contingent Expenses 20.00
Buildings and Land 170.09 91.70
Total $15,000.00 $15,000.00
STATE FUND.
Statement of receipts and expenditures of the State Fund





Audubon Susar Experiment Station Repair
Fund . . 500.00
Transfer from Fertilizer Fund 8,000.00







Postage and Stationery 619.19
Freight and Express 556.50
Heat, Water and Light. 788.01
Chemicals • • 22.10
Seeds and Sundry Supplies 2,257.80
Fertilizer 498.70
Feed Stuffs . 3,148.37
Library 51.80
Tools, Implements and Machinery 1,661.99




Kent on Land 2,250.00
Building and Repairs 2,694.79
Deficit December 1, 1917 560.56
$43,787.03
Cash on hand December 1, 1918 406.00
$44,193.03
FERTILIZER AND FEED STUFFS FUND.
Statement of receipts and expenditures of the Fertilizer and
Feed Stuffs Fund from December 1, 1917, to December 1, 1918:
RECEIPTS:







Postage and Stationery 422,88
Freight and Express 227.27
Heat, Water and Light ; . 67^°
Chemicals 934.34
Seeds and Sundry Supplies. : 209.78
Furniture and Fixtures ,
52 85




Building and Repairs 188.90
Deficit December 1, 1917 886.11
$16,978.77
Transferred from Fertilizer Fund 8,000.00
$24,978.77
FINANCIAL STATEMENT.
The State appropriation for the Experiment Stations is kept
in a separate account from that of the Federal funds, as will be
shown by the complete financial statement submitted herewith
:
HATCH AND ADAMS FUNDS.
Hatch Fund Adams Fund
Dr.
Received from the Treasurer of the
United States, as per appropriation
for fiscal year ending June 30, 1919,
under Acts of Congress approved
March 2, 1887 (Hatch fund), and
of March 16, 1906 (Adams Fund) . .$15,000.00 $15,000.00
Cr.
Salaries $ 7,664.12 $11,208.58
Labor 3,825.73 509.00
Publications 268.38
Postage and Stationery 155.95 100.81
Freight and Express 108.06 61.68
Heat, Light and Water 2.40 644.89
Chemicals and Laboratory Supplies. . . . .75 1,022.66
Seeds, Plants and Sundry Supplies. . . . 42.50 258.51
Fertilizers 291.75
Feeding Stuffs 1,155.00 239.15
Library 314.75 99.00
Tools. Machinery and Appliances 12.70
Furniture and Fixtures 3.00 223.25
Scientific Apparatus and Specimens. . . 166.70 53.58
Live Stock 589.40
Traveling Expenses 132.72 578.89
Contingent Expenses




Statement of receipts and expenditures of the State Fund






Interest on Daily Balance for Six Months. . 66.58
Audubon Park Repair Fund 1,000.00
Cash on Hand December 1, 1918 406.00






Postage and Stationery 350.24
Freight and Express 195.68
Heat, Water and Light 541.43
Chemicals 78.35




Tools, Implements and Machinery 603.94
Furniture and Fixtures 34.10




Building and Repairs 1,978.21
Audubon Park Sugar Station Repair Fund. 1,000.00
-$40,395.00
FERTILIZER AND FEED STUFFS FUND.
Statement of the receipts and expenditures of the Fertilizer
and Feed Stuffs Fund from December 1, 1918 to December 1,
1919:
RECEIPTS:
Commissioner of Agriculture $23,789.51








Postage and Stationery 403.52
Freight and Express 135.48
Heat, Light and Water. \ 731.71
Chemicals 3,031.57
Seeds and Sundry Supplies 220.81
Library 32.50
Furniture and Fixtures 40.00
Building and Repairs. 109.70
Traveling Expenses 422.81
Contingent Expenses 128.84
Deficit December 1, 1918 . 1,336.68
Cash on Hand December 1, 1919 3,362.12
$24,175.88
GENERAL STATEMENT.
The administration of the Experiment Station work during
the past year represents a reorganization period, as our work was
very seriously interrupted and, in many instances, modified and
restricted during the last year of the war. On the whole, how-
ever, we have probably suffered less than most of the 'other ex-
periment stations from changes in the Staff. We have had to dis-
continue some of the work on account of lack of funds to meet
the necessary expenses. The great advance in labor, cost of ma-
terials and especially of scientific apparatus and chemicals, and
the necessity for increasing, to some extent, the salaries of em-
ployees of the Station, has made it necessary for us to abstain
from all repairs and improvements except where it was abso-
lutely essential to prevent rapid deterioration.
The Station suffered the serious loss through death, of Dr.
F. y. Emerson, in charge of the Geological Department. During
the past several years he had accumulated a good deal of data in
regard to important agricultural problems, that had not been got-
ten into final form for publication ; and his extensive travels and
study gave him good preparation for becoming very helpful in
the solution of many of these problems. Some of his work was
prepared for publication just before his death, and bulletins will




Preliminary plans have been made for the establishment of a
branch station to be devoted to fruit and truck crops, to be lo-
cated in the Florida Parishes. The matter was brought before
the people of Tangipahoa Parish in a series of meetings held at
eight important points in the Parish, and the Police Jury of that
Parish has voted to set aside a fractional tax that will represent
a donation of something like $20,000 to $25,000, for the purchase
of land and equipment, should such branch station be established
by the State.
There is a great field of usefulness open to such a station,
and it is sincerely hoped that the next Legislature will see the
wisdom of providing funds for inaugurating needed experimental
work in fruit and truck crops, where ample equipment and mod-
ern scientific aid will be available.
The geographical formation of a portion of the land at Cal-
houn is such as to give some promise of the existence of oil in that
territory, and a lease has been signed with one of the oil compa-
nies now operating in that territory, to bore for oil on the Experi-
ment Station grounds. Provision was made in the contract, how-
ever, for preventing any interference with the experimental work
by the operators.
The cooperative work with the Iberia Live Stock Farm has
been continued through the contribution of $1,250 to the State
Penitentiary Board for rental of 500 acres of land, on which beef
cattle have been grazed, by the Iberia Live Stock Farm. Under
this agreement, the Louisiana Experiment Station has partici-
pated in the publication of all of the data secured through beef
cattle feeding experiments, conducted at the Iberia Farm. Much
valuable data has been secured through these experiments, that
will shortly be ready for publication.
The lease on farm lands near the Experiment Station, on
which we have conducted some experiments with farm crops, has
been discontinued, and. it is planned to transfer these experi-
ments to the college farm below the city, which was acquired last
year.
The Experiment Station had an exhibit, as usual, at the
State Fair, that attracted considerable favorable attention. It
has been our custom to try to feature some particular phase of
the Experiment Station work each year at the Fair, and this year,
•
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"we had in''operation, an illustrated soil laboratory, showing the
methods of soil analyses, methods of determining soil acidity,
lime requirements, etc. Agreat deal of interest was manifested
in this type of exhibit.
FERTILIZER AND FEED STUFFS LABORATORY.
During the past season the laboratory analyzed 2,837 sam-
ples of feed stuffs and 2,392 samples of fertilizer for the State
Board of Agriculture and Immigration.
The following changes were made in the Station Feed and
Fertilizer Staff during the year 1918-1919 :
,
G. D. Cain, Chief Chemist in charge of the laboratory, was
appointed Assistant Director of the North Louisiana Experiment
Station at Calhoun, La., July 1, 1918. Mr. W. M. Hall succeeded
Mr. Cain as Chief Chemist but resigned his .position in October.
Mr. A. P. Kerr, formerly Assistant Director of the State Station
was appointed to succeed Mr. Hall. Mr. Sam Byall, who re-
signed to enter the Third Officers' Training Camp, returned after
the armistice was signed and was reappointed as chemist on the
laboratory staff, January 1, 1919. Mr. Joe Hart Jolly was ap-
pointed February 1, 1919, and resigned November 15, 1919, to
accept a position in Cuba. Mr. E. C. Thomas, appointed Janu-
ary 1, 1919, resigned September 1, 1919, on account of ill health;
Mr. W. E. Phillips, appointed September 15, 1919, resigned De-
cember 31, 1919, to accept a position in the laboratory of Ar-
mour & Company at Chicago. Mr. C. E. Hummel was appointed
March 1, 1919.
SOILS LABORATORY.
S. S. Walker, Soil Chemist.
A total of 738 samples has been handled, distributed as fol-
lows :
"Official" soil samples, including those taken in connection
with the Soil Survey, Lime Plots, etc 541
Miscellaneous soil samples, sent in by residents of the State. .102
Water samples 16
Lime, ashes, etc . 25




• One of the first tasks undertaken was to change the methods
of soil analysis from the obsolete "strong acid soluble" method
formerly in use, to methods for determining total constituents.
This was accomplished in the face of great difficulties since the
laboratory was not equipped for such methods, and the high price
of platinum during the war made it impossible to purchase the
apparatus usually considered necessary.
Also it should be mentioned that "total" methods of analy-
sis, even under the best of working conditions, involve a great
deal more time and labor than does the old-fashioned "acid sol-
uble" method.
Magnesium has been added to the list of soil constituents for
merly determined in the Soil Survey work.
Much time and work have been devoted to making a perma-
nent detailed record of all the work done, since it is the writer's
belief that work not worth recording is not worth doing at all.
Another time-consuming feature consists of the miscellaneous
samples other than soils ; about thirteen per cent of the total num-
ber of samples come under this head, but they consume a great
deal more than thirteen per cent of the total time, since such sam-
ples require individual treatment and do not fit in with the reg-
ular routine soil work.
The above points are not mentioned in a spirit of complaint,
but merely to explain any discrepancy between the number of
soil samples analyzed by me, and the number previously analyzed
in a similar length of time.
Much progress has been made in the elimination of meaning-
less miscellaneous soil samples sent in by residents of the state,
by requiring each sender to take his samples according to printed
directions, furnished by the laboratory, and to accompany each
sample by a questionnaire (also furnished by the laboratory) giv-
ing detailed information about the soil in question.
In accordance with instructions, the miscellaneous soil anal-
yses which have been made at the Louisiana Stations during the
past twenty-six years have been collected and tabulated in form
for publication, along with other miscellaneous analyses. Publi-
cation is delayed because these other analyses have not yet been
tabulated by the Fertilizer and Feed Stuffs Laboratory.
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In connection with the change in methods of analysis re-
ferred to at the beginning; of this report, many minor investiga-
tions have been carried out to determine the suitability or accu-
racy of various methods with the equipment available, and to
test newly published and unofficial methods preliminary to adopt-
ing them. One paper on the substitution of nickel crucibles for
platinum ones, in making soil fusions, has been published in the
Journal of Industrial and Engineering Chemistry, for December,
1919 Several other minor papers on laboratory procedures have
recently been submitted for publication in chemical journals.
The writer has always worked in closest cooperation with the
late Dr. F. V. Emerson, both in connection with the State Soil
Survey and with the lime plot experiments on Field 17, of the
Station Farm. Much time and thought have been given in help-
ing to plan both of these projects. On the death of Dr. Emerson
considerable time was spent in straightening out his records and
in preparing for publication, papers which he had not quite
finished, viz, "The Bluff Soils of Louisiana" and "Road Mate-
rials in Louisiana."
A paper on the "Composition of Some Louisiana Soils as
Related to Soil Series and to Texture" has been prepared and
submitted for publication as a bulletin of the Station
An investigation on the "Effect of Aeration and Other Fac-
tors on the Lime Requirement of a Muck Soil" has been carried
out during the past eight months and the results written up for
publication in Soil Science.
In February, 1919, a week was spent attending the meetings
of the Association of Southern Agricultural Workers, and of the
Committee on Coordination, of the Agronomy section of that As-
sociation, in Birmingham.
During the week of July 14, 1919, the writer accompanied
the Director and others, on a trip of inspection to the various
reclamation projects in southern Louisiana. Many samples of
the reclaimed soil were collected and subsequently analyzed in the
laboratory.
Considerable preparation was made for a soil exhibit at the
State Fair in 1918, but the fair was not held. In October, 1919,
the writer prepared and personally supervised at the State Fair,
an exhibit of apparatus, illustrating the steps used in a soil
14
analysis. It is felt that this exhibit did much good in educating
the people as to the labor and expense involved in chemical
analysis.
STATION NO. 2, STATE STATION, BATON ROUGE.
A. F. Kidder, Agronomist and Assistant Director, in Charge.
Very little change has been made in the projects of the State
Station since the last report was made, except in administration.
Xew experiments on lime stone have been started and new phos-
phate experiments have been planned. Some of the old fertilizer
projects are being changed to some extent, the cropping systeva
taking effect for the 1920 crop season.
FERTILIZER AND ROTATION EXPERIMENTS.
The yields obtained from fertilizing corn for more than
twenty successive years with nothing but commercial materials,
were becoming so small that it was deemed advisable to begin to
add some organic matter in order to determine the length of
time required to put the plot back to normal tilth. Velvet beans
were planted with the corn in 1918 and continued this past year,
1919. The same will be continued in 1920. There was a decided
difference in the looks of the corn this past year, and the yield has
been slightly increased through the use of legumes for one year.
Both corn and beans were harvested. The adjoining plot, de-
voted also to corn, but with organic matter added to the commer-
cial fertilizers, lias been continued as before, with large yields
resulting.
Continuous cotton growing with commercial fertilizer alone,
is no more profitable than with corn ; the. plot this season only
yielding fifty pounds of seed cotton.
The two year rotation plots have been continued as before.
The lespedeza plot yielded one and one-ciuarter tons of hay this
season but the cotton did not do nearly as well in proportion. All
plots are now in oats. The corn in the plots this year was very
poor , one of the plots producing only ninety pounds of very in-
ferior corn. The lespedeza crop in the four year rotation was too
poor to harvest, due to loss of a stand, and to poor drainage.
Some adjoining plots were in the same condition.
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MISCELLANEOUS TESTS.
The testing of wilt resistant cotton varieties was begun
this past season. The stand of the various varieties were not
very uniform and nothing can be guaged from the one year's re-
sults. This work will be repeated. Corn variety work was dis-
continued for the year but will be started again in 1920. Varie-
ties of oats from the various southern stations have been planted.
A nursery for oat improvement has been started and individual
plant selection will be made for continuing this work. The Rosen
rye is being compared with the Abruzzi, it being started this past
season and no results are available.
Velvet beans were planted in corn, three different ways : (1)
In the row with the corn; (2) every other row and (3) one row
of beans and two rows of corn. The yields from one planting
shows the first method to be the best. Velvet beans were also
planted in the row with the hills of corn four feet apart each
way. One half of the corn in this plot was tied similarly to tying
for fodder cuting. No difference could be determined from the
yield of corn and beans. Corn stalks break down quite easily
when heavily loaded with velvet bean vines, so castor beans were
planted to hold up velvet beans. More beans were obtained than
when planted in corn but not enough to overcome the yield of
both corn and beans. Further, there is extra expense attached to
chopping and hauling the castor bean stalks away. Sunflowers
will probably be tried for this purpose next year, as well as con-
tinuing the castor beans.
SILAGE CROPS AND OATS.
The silage crops after oats was continued with a few minor
changes. The corn after oats, was practically worthless because
of rust and a heavy rain the first week of August. Fair yields
were obtained from sorghum alone and sorghum and soy beans.
The Japanese cane was not harvested for silage but is being har-
vested as a soiling crop for the mules and horses on the farm.
The cattle do not seem to care for it as a soiling crop. No steers
are being fed this winter.
KUDZU FEEDING EXPERIMENTS.
The utilization of Kudzu is a somewhat difficult problem, for
it tannot be harvested for hay without undue expense. This sum-
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mer an acre was fenced and three Hereford cows were grazed on
it. The Kudzu had a very rank growth and the largest vines
were too tough for the cows to eat. However, the acre maintained
the cows for thirty days. A small amount of corn was fed to
each cow daily to counteract the effect of the Kudzu on the bow-
els. No difficulty was experienced in getting the cows to eat this
plant. Probably the best way to pasture the plant would be to
start in early spring when the first growth begins, and graze
enough to prevent development of any large woody vines, the
young shoots being very tender and well liked by the cattle.
In cooperation with the Dairy farm, Kudzu was fed in com-
parison with green soy beans and green corn. The three were fed
as a soiling crop, but were passed through a cutting machine.
Kudzu compared very favorably with the other two feeds.
HOG GRAZING CROPS.
The stand of these crops was not good and definite results
could not be obtained in comparing feeds, so the experiment was
made strictly a commercial one. The following results were ob-
tained : One two acre plot of corn and peas (estimated yield, 28
bushels of corn and 5.5 bushels of peas per acre) produced 620
pounds of pork. Two and seventy-five hundredths acres of sweet
potatoes and four and twenty-five hundredths acres of com and
soy beans (estimated yield of corn 9% bushels per acre; of soy
beans, 5 bushels per acre; of sweet potatoes, 55 bushels per acre)
made 1,423 pounds of pork. Two acres of sweet potatoes and
three and one-fourth acres of soy beans, together with twelve
bushels of corn (estimated yield of sweet potatoes, 140 bushels
per acre and of soy beans, 8 bushels per acre) gave 1,617 pounds
of pork. The 13% acres of sweet potatoes, corn, and soy beans,
and corn and peas produced 3,660 pounds of pork. As a com-
mercial proposition this experiment was a success. The value of
the 35 hogs used, was $663.38 at the beginning and sold for
$1,094.60 at the end of 83 days, making $431.22 for the feed con-
sumed as there was practically no labor in looking after the hogs
;
and the manure will more than pay for that,
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HORTICULTURAL DEPARTMENT.
G. L. Tiebout, Horticulturist.
IRISH POTATO SEED IMPROVEMENT EXPERIMENT.
In cooperation with the U. S. Department of Agriculture,
experiments were begun with the comparison of "certified" or
"improved" Irish potato seed stock with commercial seed stock,
procured through local dealers. Fifteen lots of "certified" or
"improved" Triumph seed stock were shipped from Wisconsin,
Minnesota, Nebraska, Michigan and Maine, and planted under
parallel conditions with five lots of commercial Triumph seed
stock (as checks) procured from Louisiana dealers at New Or-
leans, Alexandria and Baton Rouge. Owing to the very unfavor-
able season, Mr. Stuart, the potato specialist of the IT. S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture, did not think it advisable to draw any con-
clusions. The plots, however, were so arranged that all the work
was not totally ruined by the very wet season and some valuable
observations and records were made that will help with the fu-
ture experiments, which will be continued for several years.
PROPOSED FRUIT AND TRUCK EXPERIMENT STATION.
A movement is under way to establish a branch station to
serve the fruit and truck interests of the State. It is planned to
have this station located in an established fruit and truck sec-
tion and it will, no doubt, be organized under plans similar to
those that brought about the Sugar and Rice Stations. There is
a great need for horticultural investigations in this State, and it
is hoped that this Station will soon be established so that these
important activities will receive their share of attention.
In the commercial experiments with bell peppers, a new va-
riety, the Royal King, is being tried and it is likely that this
variety will supplant the Ruby King for shipping purposes. The
color as well as the thickness of flesh of this variety approxi-
mates that of the Pimento. These two characteristics will likely
give it an advantage over the Ruby King when offered in the
ripened stage to the picklers and canners.
The preliminary work with rhubarb has continued. The
nursery has been enlarged and trees of some of the leading varie-
ties of fruit have been planted to provide scions. The Horticul-
turist attended the annual convention of the Vegetable Growers
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of America and visited potato sections in Wiscosin where some
of the certified seed stock for the experiments at the Station is
grown.
The nsual exhibits for the Stations were installed at the
State Fair ; and the usual assistance in the production of crops
was given the Department of Pathology, as well as the branch
office of the Bureau of Entomology, of the U. S. Department of
Agriculture.
DEPARTMENT OF ENTOMOLOGY.
W. E. Anderson, Acting Entomologist.
The work with which the Department of Entomology is
charged is divided into four branches, as follows
:
(1) . The eradication of any injurious insect pest or plant
disease which may be present in the State, if the damage done by
any such insect pest or plant disease would warrant its eradica-
tion.
(2) . Inspection of nursery stock, issuing certificates to
those nurserymen whose nursery stock, upon inspection, was
found to be free of injurious insect pests and plant disease ; also
the examining of out of state nurserymen's certificates, affidavits,
etc., and if found to be satisfactory, issuing to them permits to
ship nursery stock into Louisiana.
(3) . Identification of insects, giving out information of an
entomological nature as to control measures for different insects.
(4) . Promulgating and enforcing quarantines and Rules
and Regulations of the Department regarding the interstate and
intrastate movement of nursery stock for agricultural purposes
on account of a particular insect pest or plant disease.
Under the first duty with which the Department is charged,
there is being conducted a campaign for the eradication of Citrus
Canker, a disease which threatened to destroy all citrus plantings
in the State. Towards this end, up to October 31, with the aid
of an average of five inspectors, there has been inspected 131,504
Citrus Grove Stock, 102,896 Grove Trees and Nursery Stock de-
stroyed on account of being infected with canker. These trees
were located in seventeen parishes between the Mississippi River
and Sabine River, and necessitated what you might call a house
to house canvass in order to be absolutely sure that every orange
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tree was inspected. This was the first complete
inspection that
has been made of this territory and the results were
very gratify-
ing, because there was very little canker found
west of the Par-
ishes of Lafourche and Terrebonne.
The inspection of Nursery stock throughout the
State neces-
sitated the inspection of 76 different
nurseries, with a total of
780 000 plants. Of the 76 nurseries inspected, 40
were granted
certificates to do business. Of the remaining 36, 15 of
them were
found to be in such a condition that it was deemed
unadvisable to
allow nursery stock shipped from them broadcast
over the coun-
try. The certificates of inspection and affidavits
of 75 out-of-
state nurseries were examined and permits to ship
into Louisiana
granted. . .
The entomological work that has been done consists
of giving
out information through the press and personal
correspondence
as to control measures for different insects and the
identification
of a great number. A representative from this office has made
several trips to different points in the State to
investigate out-
breaks of insects and advise control measures for same.
Other entomological work for which this office is responsible
is propaganda for an ant campaign in the orange
section, the
fruits of which are about to be realized; also to impress
on the
public the necessity of spraying the orchard and garden,
and
dusting of cotton for the control of boll weevil.
At the recent conference held in Houston, Texas, on account
of the new infestation of the pink boll worm being found in
old
infested territory in Texas, the Louisiana representative
reports
that there is nothing alarming in the situation as the
infestation
is very light, and the authorities of Texas and the
Federal Hor-
ticultural Board have it well in hand. The primary cause
for
these new infestations was the drouth in 1918, and allowing cot-
ton to be planted in 1919.
During the year, with the approval of the Commissioner
of
Agriculture, a quarantine was placed on the importation of sugar
cane into Louisiana, and the shipment of sugar cane
grown east
of the Atchafalaya River to points west of the Atchafalaya
River




The purely research work of the Veterinary department has
been in the hands of Dr. Harry Morris, Bacteriologist and As-
sistant Veterinarian of the Station, a report of the work of which
appears in another part of this general report.
The Chief Veterinarian's time has been divided between
teaching in the College of Agriculture, and correspondence of a
veterinary and animal husbandry character, connected with the
Station. He has also occupied the position of Vice-Director of the
Stations, and filled the place of Director during the absences of
that official.
DEPARTMENT OF ANIMAL PATHOLOGY.
)
Harry Morris.
The work in the Department of Animal Pathology has been
continued along the same lines as in previous years and includes
a study of some of the more important animal diseases,
A study of some of the non-biting flies as transmitters of an-
thrax has been completed and published in Bulletin No. 168. The
results of this work should prove the necessity for prompt and
complete destruction of all anthrax carcasses. They should also
help to educate the people against the dangerous and useless prac-
tice of opening anthrax swellings on animals sick with the disease.
The results should prove the necessity of giving animals greater
protection against the ravages of all insects during outbreaks of
anthrax.
A number of other live stock diseases have been studied dur-
ing the past year. Mixed infection in swine is very common in
the State and is often confused with hog cholera. Some work has
been done on this subject.
The infectious abortion project has received some attention
during the past year. The department had the opportunity of
studying an outbreak of the disease in a local dairy herd. By
enforcing the laws of sanitation for a relative short period of
time, the disease seems to be under control, the " storm" seems
to have passed as normal calves are being born in great numbers.
A great many specimens have been received at the labora-
tory for examination. The subject of intestinal parasites in
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cattle, sheep, and hogs seems to be of great importance to the live
stock interests of the State, as many specimens have been received
for examination.
DEPARTMENT OF PLANT PATHOLOGY.
C. W. Edgerton.
During the year 1919 the Department of Plant Pathology
has continued the investigations on several of the important plant




The investigations on the effect of fungi on the germination
of the "eyes" or buds were continued. This work has now been
in progress for about ten years. The results obtained during this
whole period have been written up and will be published as a bul-
letin during the early part of 1920.
The recognition of the Mosaic disease of sugar cane in Lou-
isiana necessitated a study of this disease. The department as-
sisted in the survey of the State to locate the present points of in-
fection and also started some experiments on the life history and
control of the disease. Observations on the various varieties of
cane seemed to show that the L-511 cane is the most resistant of
the important canes grown in the State. As all the canes at Au-
dubon Park are affected with this disease, it seemed desirable to
make a new start with the L-511 cane at some other point in the
State. Consequently, a shipment of this cane was obtained from
Franklin, La,, and was planted on the Experiment Station
grounds at Baton Rouge. Articles on this disease were published
in the Louisiana Planter, and also as an Extension Circular, in
order to acquaint the sugar planters with the seriousness of the
trouble.
TOMATO WILT.
The study of the tomato wilt has included a study of the life
history of the causative organism, its relation to such environ-
mental factors as temperature, the testing of the resistance of
various tomato varieties and the selection of wilt resistant strains
of tomatoes. The results which have been obtained on this dis-
ease are being compiled and it is hoped that they can be pub-
lished during the early part of 1920.
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COTTOX WILT.
The experiments on cotton wilt were more or less a failure
during 1919. A variety test using all of the important varieties
of cotton resistant to the wilt, which are now being grown in the
Southern States was started, but the very wet season injured the
crop to such an extent that no results of any value were obtained.
Several experiments ivere also started in various parts of the
State, in cooperation with the Extension Pathologist. These ex-
periments could not be looked after, however, as the Extension
Pathologist resigned and no one was appointed to take his place.
Other projects which received some attention during the year
include the eggplant blight, alfalfa diseases and the Sclerotim
wilt disease.
STATION NO. 1—SUGAR EXPERIMENT STATION,
Audubon Park, New Orleans, La.
W. G. Taggart, Assistant Director, in Charge.
SUGAR CAXE WORK.
The past year has been one full of the most difficult obsta-
cles to overcome in conducting field operations that we have ever
experienced. Lack of sufficient financial support, together with
high cost of everything, particularly ordinary labor, left a heavy
mark upon our records. We had more wet days than dry ones
during the entire planting and harvesting period, and because of
this and insufficient funds with which to secure outside labor for
rushing the work when conditions Avere favorable, we had to aban-
don some of our plats, not even planting a few of them.
Seedling Canes: Under an arrangement with the U. S. De-
partment of Agriculture, which has already been reported, the
Department has agreed to germinate cane seedlings for us, but
on account of the late start made last winter, they were not suc-
cessful in securing a germination of any seed which they had
gotten for the work. The best of the seedlings which we had
grown on the Station grounds were continued under test, and
some of them are proving of merit. In the early spring we dis-
covered that the Mosaic disease of sugar cane had appeared in
many places in the State and the Station cane was infected. This
disease makes doubly important sugar cane seedling work. If it
is not found possible to eradicate this new disease it may be
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necessary to undertake to develop varieties of sugar
cane that are
either immune or highly resistant to the disease. We have
already started on a new project, which is planned along this
line.
All of the varieties of cane grown here have been
inspected and
such of them as show any tendency towards resisting
the disease
have been selected and planted in somewhat larger plats
than has
been usually used. These varieties will be watched very
carefully
with reference to Mosaic disease. It is worthy of note
that the
variety L-511 seems to be hurt less than the older
varieties now
grown in the State. L-511 continues to hold up to the record it
has set for itself. This year we made as much cane per acre from
L-511 as from the average of any of the older canes, and the
juice
from it showed a sugar content of 14.25 against an average
of
about 11.50 for the juice of D-74 and Purple. A paper covering
seedling canes was prepared for the Sugar Planters' meeting.
It
was read before the meeting and later published in the official
journal.
On account of Mosaic disease, this year we did not distribute
any canes far planting purposes. However, we were fortunate
enough to secure seed free from disease for a new start in L-511
and L-253. This cane has been planted in territory free
from the
new disease and in a few years we will have a sufficient quantity
of it to begin sending out seed of these valuable canes
again to
the sugar growers of the State.
Fertilizer Work: In spite of the heavy handicap under
which we operated, some good results were secured from field
tests of fertilizers. Most striking among these results is the yield
from cane grown after Melilotus had been used as a winter
and
early spring cover crop. After a very good growth of this
clover
had been turned in on the spring and fall plant cane and the
land
had received a dressing of 250 pounds of acid phosphate, a
yield
of 18.45 tons per acre was secured from D-74 cane; on
a check
which received the acid phosphate and all other treatment in
the
same proportion, but no cover crop, only 11.94 tons were secured.
Sweet clover was bought delivered in New Orleans, for five cents
per pound in time for the 1919 fall planting. This would indi-
cate that the sweet clover for such use would cost a planter about
fifty cents per acre.
Again we can report a good increased yield from canes
»
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treated with 500 pounds of acid phosphate, as compared with 250
pounds, when each carried an equal quantity of nitrogen (36
pounds actual nitrogen). The average results of nine years show
that this fertilizer, while giving good results on plant cane, gives
better results on stubble, when both plant and stubble are given
the same amount of plant food. The returns on stubble from the
crop just harvested, show that the cane with 500 pounds acid
phosphate and a ration and half of nitrogen gave 16.2 tons ; cane
with half the quantity of phosphate and an equal amount of ni-
trogen yielded 12.55 tons, and a check plat 6.32 tons. Nitrogen,
in this case, was secured by using high grade tankage.
The usual tests of nitrogenous material with one additional
material was conducted. This work shows that Cyanamid is
worthy of attention. Yields of cane treated with it in comparison
with nitrate of soda, sulphate of ammonia, tankage, cottonseed
meal, and ammonium nitrate, gave tonnages in the order named,
as follows: 18.52: 18.62: 17.6.3; 19.62: 17.19: 17.18. A plat
using acid phosphate only as a check on the other plats yielded
12.33 tons. The figure shown from the plat using cottonseed
meal is somewhat lower by comparison than we could expect in
a wet year from that material. It is possible that the nitrogenous
matter contained in the meal used was not up to the standard
availability of the average meal. We know that this meal was
unusual, it being a dark brownish black meal, which is said to be
made by a new process of oil extraction. Some attention should
be shown to this so-called new grade of cottonseed meal.
The ammonium nitrate used in the above experiment was
furnished by the U. S. Department of Agriculture, and was in-
tended to test the possible use. agriculturally, of products from
plants either built or planned for the manufacture of war muni-
tions.
The Entomological Work of the Station was handled as
usual in cooperation with the U. S. Bureau of Entomology. A
comprehensive bulletin (U. S. Department of Agriculture Bulle-
tin No. 746) was issued during the year on the Sugar Cane Moth
Borer, and a Farmer's bulletin on the Argentine Ant is soon to
appear.
At present the main investigations concern the control of
the sugar cane moth borer, usually called the 1 'borer" or the
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"cane borer," and the sugar cane mealy bug. Specimens of the
latter have been sent in recently by planters who were under the
impression that they had found a new fungus growth on the cane,
and it is evident that interest in this insect is increasing. Ex-
periments have proved that it is responsible for a larger amount
of injury than was suspected, and other experiments have demon-
strated that it may be controlled by decreasing the number of
ants in the fields, the ants so affecting the mealy bugs to their
benefit, as to cause them to multiply to a very great extent, The
ants may be controlled in the fields by the use of the poison
syrup which has been perfected at this Station. Some doubt has
been expressed as to whether this method is practicable under
plantation conditions, but a large test is soon to be started on a
typical plantation.
The control of the sugar cane moth borer has been found to
depend on the parasites of this insect. The native parasites can
be utilized by avoiding the burning of the leaves or trash left on
the fields after the cane is cut. Satisfactory methods of plowing
this trash under have been originated and are gradually being
adopted on the plantations. As the native parasite attacks only
the eggs, however, and is slow in appearing in the spring, it has
been found desirable to introduce a parasite which will attack the
larva itself. Such parasite has been found in Cuba. This is a
tachanid fly, resembling to a casual inspection, the common house
fly. The maggot of this fly destroys the larva, or borer, in the
cane plants, and in Cuba acts very efficiently. Three attempts
have been made to introduce this parasite and this year much has
been accomplished. Over 900 parasites were collected in Cuba
and sent to New Orleans, where they were cared for and trans-
ferred to breeding cages and released in the cane fields. Three
plantations were selected in different parts of the sugar section,
and on these, and at the Experiment Station, the parasites were
released. Examinations were made at all places later and with-
out an exception, the parasites were found to have attacked the
borer, and bred exactly as they do in Cuba. There is some doubt
as to whether they hibernated successfully. Even with the best
results, however, the parasites will hardly be present on more
than one hundred acres, all told, in 1920, while they are needed





The work at this Station for the past year was practically the
same as has been carried on for the past several years, with addi-
tion of the demonstration work in cotton, corn and peas, and
corn and velvet beans, on three separate areas in the "Lee"
fields, situated in the southeastern part of the Station property.
A "Model Farm Orchard" was put out on a plot of two acres,
northeast of the Superintendent 's residence. This is a demonstra-
tion and an experiment in line with the efforts of the Experi-
ment Station and Extension department in getting an orchard
on as many farms as possible.
A flock of purebred S. C. Rhode Island Red poultry was
bought in March from the Owens Farms, Vineyard Haven. Mass.
Two poultry yards and a house to accommodate one hundred hens
were built according to plans furnished by the Extension de-
partment. A "Buckeye" incubator and a brooder were also
bought. The results thus far, have been unsatisfactory. A num-
ber of the birds died from various causes, and the remaining
ones are comparatively inactive and slothful.
The demonstration work in the Lee field is on the ground
which has been used for silage and necessitated growing the
silage crops in the "Old Peach Orchard" field. The soil is too
poor to produce profitable crops and has consequently been fal-
lowed for the past three years. Owing to the late start in all the
work of the Station, and the silage being left until most of the
other crops were in, only about thirty tons of a poor grade of
silage were produced. The excessive rainfall in the spring and
summer retarded the work through the planting and cultivating
seasons.
Calcium arsenate was used on the cotton fields, with very
satisfactory results in controlling the boll weevil.
In the experiments and general crops grown on the Station
during the year, 367 bushels of corn (besides what was grazed
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by the hogs and fed from the field), 13,681 pounds of cotton, 18&
bushels of sweet potatoes, and about 14 tons of hay, were pro-
duced and harvested. A fairly good crop of velvet beans and
cowpeas was grown.
Most of the buildings have been put in good repair, some of
them having been taken down and rebuilt, using galvanized iron
for the new roofs. An addition to the Superintendent's resi-
dence has been built and a fifty-six battery Delco electric light
plant installed. All of the buildings on the grounds are furnished
with lights.
The regular monthly agricultural meetings were held during
the year. The second fair, since being discontinued in 1917, was^
held three days during October. A creditable display of agricul-
tural products and livestock was made.
THREE YEAR ROTATION EXPERI MENT.
In this experiment, one-third of the area is planted to cotton,
one-third to corn and peas, and one-third to oats, followed by
peas. During the period between 1889 and 1908, the east half of
each plot received an application of compost, at the rate of 30
bushels per acre. This compost is made up of green cotton seed,,
stable manure, and acid phosphate. Since 1908 the applications,
of compost have been made to the south half of each plot; there-
fore, one-fourth of each plot has received compost annually since:
1889 ; one-fourth has received compost since 1908 ; one-fourth had;
received compost until 1908 ; and one-fourth has had no compost..
The results for 1922 on these plots are as^ follows
:
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tering the mill juice hot with the aid of Filter-Cel (Kieselguhr)
which removed all suspended matter and yielded a clear, but still
dark juice. This was then treated with Norit, and the juice re-
sulting from this operation was quite or almost water white. At
the present writing the results of our experiments have not been
calculated, but it is safe to say that from the standpoint of clari-
fication, this process appears promising. A publication on these
tests will be issued shortly.
PROJECT NO. 2.
Influence of Red Rot on the Composition of Sugar Cane.
It was impossible to do any work on this project during the
past year, for lack of time.
PROJECT NO. 3.
Determination of Sucrose in the Presence of Reducing Sugars.
Dr. Schneller, who finished the work on this project in 1917,
has sent us an outline of his results, and has promised a manu-
script on the subject for publication.
The following publications have been contributed by this
department: Louisiana Bulletin No. 165, The Color of Sugar
Cane Products, and Decolorization in Factory Practice, by F. W.
Zerban and E. C. Freeland;
Progress report of chemical research department of the Lou-
isiana Sugar Experiment Station for 1918, submitted to the
Louisiana Sugar Planters' Association, by F. "W. Zerban, Louis-
iana Planter 62, 219-23
;
Louisiana Bulletin No. 167, Studies on the Preparation of
Vegetable Decolorizing Carbons for the Sugar Industry, by F. W.
Zerban, E. C. Freeland and D. D. Sullivant
;
The Color Changes of Sugar Cane Juice and the Nature of




The role played by molds in deteriorating sugar has been in-
vestigated in detail and it was found that mold spores contain
enzyme invertase. The influence of concentration and amount of
inoculum upon the deteriorative activity of mold spores was
studied in highly concentrated sugar solutions as well as in labo-
ratory-made sugars with films of varying concentration. These
data formed the basis for the prediction of the keeping quality of
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sugars, and are discussed in a bulletin in press. The fate of mi-
croorganisms was again traced through the various stages of the
manufacture of sugar. Bags of sugar stored under normal con-
ditions were analyzed periodically, both chemically and bacterio-




J. M. Jenkins, Superintendent in Charge.
In general, investigations pursued for the past several sea-
sons were continued this year, embracing a study of rice varie-
ties, methods of cultivation, and irrigation. Many new projects
were outlined to commence this season but all, save experiments
with fertilizers, for securing fundamental data, were prevented
by exceptionally bad weather during the winter and spring.
A pathologist was appointed by the Cereal Office, to devote
his entire time to the study of rice diseases. Modern laboratory
equipment is being installed for use in these investigations.
Several farmers report excellent results with new rice varie-
ties introduced by this Station, and had ready sale for their en-
tire output, for seed purposes, one producing sufficient seed for
one thousand acres and another for about two thousand acres.
Inquiries for information relative to rice culture have greatly
increased. Scarcely a day passes that applications are not re-
ceived, not only from all over the United States, but from foreign
countries as well.
Encouraging results were obtained from the Biloxi soy bean,
used in rotation on experimental area devoted to variety work,
and gives promise of becoming a valuable crop in this section for
rotation with rice, where some such crop is greatly needed to aid
in the eradication and control of weeds, as well as in the improve
ment of the soil. The demand for this seed is greater than we are
able to supply.
NORTH LOUISIANA EXPERIMENT STATION,
CALHOUN, LA.
G. D. Cain, Assistant Director, in Charge.
The work was continued along lines similar to those of pre
vious years as far as possible. The Irish potato experiment was
the only new work undertaken. The Cook Cotton Thinning Ex-
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periment and the Cotton Fertilizer Experiment were so badly
damaged that no results could be reported. All of the work has
been handicapped for the year by the epidemic of influenza and
weather and labor conditions. Labor conditions may be much
better for 1920 than for 1919 unless something unforseen comes
up.
THREE YEAR ROTATION EXPERIMENT,
Inthis experiment, one-third of the area is planted to cotton,
one-third to corn and peas, and one-third to oats, followed by cow
peas. During the period between 1889 and 1908 the east half of
each plot received an application of compost at the rate of 30
bushels, per acre. This compost is made up of green cotton seed,
stable manure, and acid phosphate. Since 1908 the applications
of compost have been made to the south half of each plot. There-
fore, one-fourth of each plot has received compost annually since
1889. one-fourth has received compost since 1908. one-fourth re-
ceived compost until 1908 and one-fourth has never received any
compost.
The north half of each of the three plots received an applica-
tion of 16% acid phosphate, at the rate of 150 pounds per acre.





























605 . 55 700.00 383.33
Plot B.
Corn, Calhoun Red Cob





Oats, Bu. per acre 21.70 12.15 15.19 10.16
Peas* : .
.
*On account of weather and labor conditions, it was not possible to har-
vest the peas in a way that a record can be made for the different portions of
the plot. S42 pounds in the hulls were picked.
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RAW ROCK PHOSPHATE VS. ACID PHOSPHATE.
THREE YEAR ROTATION.
In this experiment one-third of the area is devoted to cotton,
one-third to corn and a legume, and one-third to crimson clover
followed by velvet beans. The velvet beans are plowed under in
the fall with raw rock phosphate applied to one-half of the plot,
at the rate of 2700 pounds per acre. Each plot receives an appli-
cation of raw rock phosphate every three years, while acid phos-
phate is applied to the cotton and corn crops at the rate of three





2700 lbs. per acre
every third year.
Acid phosphate
16% at the rate
of 30O lbs. per acre.
Raw rock phosphate
2700 lbs. per acre
every third year.
Acid phosphate
16% at the rate
of 300 lbs. per acre.




CORN VAR IETY TEST.
1919.
Bushels Percent
Variety per acre of grain Seed Secured From.
Calhoun Red Cob. . . . 21.9 88.22 N. La. Experiment Station.
Robert's White Dent. 22.8 85.96 N. G. Roberts, Fayetteville, Ark.
Calhoun Red Cob 21.9 86.05 J. W. Supple, Bayou Goula, La.
Sentell's W. Dent. . . . 20.8 81.48 J. N. Sentell, Dixie, La.
Hastings Prolific 21.4 86.11 H. G. Hastings, Atlanta, Ga.
Stewart's Y. D.nt 21.9 84.61 Nat. Stewart, Plain Dealing, La.
SurCropper 28.2 80.36 Ferguson Seed Farm, Sherman, Tex.
Ozark Famous (Failed to germinate
after two plantings) A. L. Stefflns, Siloam Springs, Ark.
Ferguson's Y. Dent. . 25.5 83.64 Ferguson Seed Farm, Sherman, Tex.
Alexander's Improved
Dwarf Mex. June.. 28.2 83.33 Monroe Seed Co., Monroe, La.
Chisholm 23.7 80.39 Ferguson Seed Farm, Sherman, Tex.
CORN FERTILIZER EXPERIMENTS.
The various fertilizer tests with corn were so variable and
contradictory that their publication is withheld for the present.
COTTON VARIETY TEST FOR 1919.
Variety Per Acre Per Pound Lint Staples
Yield No. Bolls Percent
Rublee 378 66 31 - 50 Short
Trice 441 72 27.50 Short
Cook's Improved 336 66 36.25 Short
Hawkins' Extra Prolific 378 75 32.50 Short
Hawkins' Big Boll 336 59 31.25 Short
Simpkins Ideal 357 82 32.50 Short
Simpkins Big Boll 357 60 32.50 Short
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Yield No. Bolls Percent
Variety Per Acre Per Pound Lint Staples
Wilt Resistant A 336 76 31.50 Short
Wilt Resistant Hybrid, No. 143 336 74 30.00 Short
O'Bannon's No-Chop 315 66 32.50 Short
Boykin's No. 2 294 52 37.50 Short
Mebane Triumph A 357 48 35.00 Short
Triumph 1012 378 55 37.50 Short
Triumph 406 357 46 40.00 Short
Triumph 600 378 48 36.25 Short
Triumph G 357 48 37.50 Short
Forester 995 315 58 27.50 Short
Lone Star 336 49 33.75 Short
Ferguson's Round Nose 357 56 31.25 Short
Wannamaker's Improved Cleve-
land Big Boll 399 64 35.00 Short
Cleveland Big Boll 399 52 31.75 Short
Hastings' Upright 336 67 31.25 Short
Rowden 315 51 31.50 Short
Moneymaker 315 76 35.00 Short
Bank Account 273 80 36.25 Short
Columbia 294 59 30.00 Long
Acala 294 59 30.00 Long
Kekchi 231 63 31.25 Long
Durango 357 66 31.50 Long
The per cent lint was determined by Dr. Robert Glenk of the
Louisiana State Museum, New Orleans, La.
COTTON VARIETIES FOR 1919.
Variety. Seed Secured From
Rublee N. Louisiana Experiment Station
Trice J. F. Bridger, Bells, Tenn.
Cook's Improved J. R. Cook, Ellaville, Ga.
Hawkins' Extra Prolific B. W. Hawkins, Nona, Ga.
Hawkins' Big Boll B. W. Hawkins, Nona, Ga.
Simpkins' Ideal Wake County Seed Co., Raleigh, N. C.
Simpkins' Big Boll Wake County Seed Co., Raleigh, N. C.
Wilt Resistant, Selection A Dr. C. W. Edgerton Baton Rouge, La.
Wilt Resistant, Hybrid No. 143. . D r. c. W. Edgerton Baton Rouge, La.
O'Bannon's No-Chop Ernest O'Bannon, Homer, La.
Boykin No. 2 Ferguson Seed Farm, Sherman, Texas.
Mebane Triumph A Ferguson Seed Farm, Sherman, Texas.
Triumph 1012 Ferguson Seed Farm, Sherman, Texas.
Triumph 406 Ferguson Seed Farm, Sherman, Texas.
Triumph 600 Ferguson Seed Farm, Sherman, Texas.
Triumph G . . Ferguson Seed Farm, Sherman, Texas.
Forester 995 Ferguson Seed Farm, Sherman, Texas.
Lone Star . . Ferguson Seed Farm, Sherman, Texas.
Ferguson's Round Nose Ferguson Seed Farm, Sherman, Texas.
Wannamaker's Improved Cleve-
land Bi°- Boll Klondyke Seed Farm, Colliston,
La.
Cleveland Big Boil.".' J- Cleveland, Stratton,
Miss.
Hastings Upr'ight R. G. Hastings Co., Atlanta,
Ga.
Rowden Rowden Bros., Wills Point, Texas.
Moneymaker Chris Renter, New Orleans, La.
Bank Account " Chris Reuter, New Orleans, La.
Columbia Bureau of Plant Industry,
Washington, D. C.
Acala Bureau of Plant Industry,
Washington, D. C.
Kekchi Bureau of Plant Industry,
Washington, D. C.
Durango Bureau of Plant Industry, Washington,
D. C.
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Red Ripper . . .
Iron
Filipino
VELVET BEANS AND SOY BEANS.
These beans were all lost on account of the continued wet
weather at the time that they were maturing, so no data can be
given on the different varieties.
FORAGE CROP TESTS FOR 1919.
f
. Yield Tons
Variety No. Cuttings Per Acre
Texas Seeded Ribbon 1 15.47 (Green ~>
Early Amber 1 10-96 (Green)
Orange 1 .10.96 (Green)
Red Top or Shumac 1 13.20 ( Green
)
Japanese Honey 1 16-73 (Green)
Giant Beggar Weed 1 4 -l° (Green)
Golden Millett 1 - 60 (Dry)
Sudan Grass 1 2.23 (Dry)
White Black Hull Kafir Corn 1 10.12 (Green)
Dwarf Milo Maize 1 6.72 (Green)
.Feterita 1 7 - i4 (Green)
Rhodes Grass (Failed to Germinate).
These varieties were planted June 24, and were fertilized
with stable manure at the rate of 4 tons per acre and 16% acid
phosphate at the rate of 200 pounds per acre.
RESULTS SECURED FROM NORTHERN GROWN TRIUMPH SEED
STOCK IN 1919.
Bushels Per Acre Percent Gain
Lot. Source of Seed Primes Culls Total over check
1. Nebraska Potato Co., Chadron, Neb., Not furnished for this Station
2. 34 25 59 13.5
3. August Cadeken, Bushnell, Neb 40 28 68 30.8
4. E. Kirkpatrick, Morrill, Neb. . . 49 36 85 63.5
5. 42 38 SO 53.8
6. J. Pedrett, Kimball, Neb 44 . 27 71 36.5
7. . 24 31 55 5.8


















Lot. Source of Seed Bushels Per Acre Percent Gain
Primes Culls Total over check
9. Peter Narum, Bemidji, Minn 26 19 45 13.4
10. Eric Michelson, Pembine, Minn 48 33 81 55.8
11. J. W. Smith, Kent, Wis 33 28 61 17.3
12. 41 25 66 26.9
13. W. A. Andrews, Walhalla, N. D. . . . 32 27 59 13.5
16. 36 41 77 48.1
Checks.
6. Local seed purchased Alexandria. . . 35 32 67
1. Local seed purchased New Orleans . 26 24 50
11. Local seed purchased New Orleans . 29 31 60
20. Local seed purchased New Orleans . 18 21 39
16. Local seed purchased Baton Rouge . 22 22 44
Copied from the report returned to us by Prof. Win. Stuart of Washington,
D. C.
These potatoes were planted March 13, on gray sandy loam
soil and fertilized with 2 parts cotton seed meal and 1 part acid
phosphate at the rate of 600 pounds per acre. Dug June 10th.
HOG GRAZING EXPERIMENT.
July 22, 52 head hogs, shoats and pigs turned on li
acres Groit cow peas, drilled in 30" rows. Weight.. 4700 pounds
July 28, Hogs weighed 5050 pounds
350 pounds gain
Gain per acre 233 - 32 Pounds
Aug. 12, 50 head hogs, shoats and pigs turned on 4.45
acres of corn. Weighed 5030 pounds
Sept. 4, Weight 5730 pounds
700 pounds gain
Estimated yield of corn, 2 5 bushels per acre.
SILAGE. »
About 50 tons of silage was put up this year. The corn was
damaged by drouth and did not make a very large stalk; how-
ever, the ears were very well developed. The soy beans were well
fruited.
We are now feeding 57 head of cows, yearlings and calves.
All of the cattle are in very good condition.
ORCHARD AND VINEYARD.
The peach and apple crops were almost complete failures this
year. Many of the seedling peach trees have died. It will be
necessary to replace many of the Elberta trees, as none have been
set out for several years.
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The grape and scuppernong crops were very good. No
records were kept on the yields, as they ripened at our busiest
time and they could not be harvested systematically. All trees
and vines were sprayed and pruned.
PECAN TREES.
The four Moneymaker trees west of the residence averaged
500 nuts this year. The trees in the pecan orchard averaged
about 50 nuts.
THE NORTH LOUISIANA AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Five meetings have been held this year with a fairly good at-
tendance at each meeting. Several dealers in improved farm ma-
chinery have expressed a desire to demonstrate at the meetings
next year. I believe these demonstrations combined with talks on
agricultural subjects will tend to increase the interest in the
meetings.
EXPERIMENT STATION DAIRY.
R. C. Calloway, in Charge.
It has been rather a strenuous year for the Dairy on account
of high prices for feed and labor, and the latter has been difficult
to obtain at any price at the most urgent time. Although we have
encountered many difficulties, the Dairy has a fair report to sub-
mit.
During the year two fertilizer experiments were conducted,
the first being ammonium nitrate vs. calcium cyanamid, for silage
crops; the second, a comparison of kudzu, soy beans, and green
corn as soiling crops for summer feeding.
The results obtained from the first experiment showed very
little difference in either the ammonium nitrate or the calcium
cyanamid, both giving a large increase over the plats where no
fertilizer was used. The kudzu, soy beans, and green corn ex-
periment was a short time test, extending through a period of
forty days. The results obtained in the test were in favor of the
soy beans first, green corn second, and kudzu third.
The Empire milking machine was installed during the month
of May. This machine has given good satisfaction. "With this
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machine, one operator is able to milk on the average, about
twenty cows per hour. The cost of operating, including one
man's time, fuel, oil, repairs, depreciation, interest, washing, and
disinfectants, is about ninety cents per day, or four and one-half
cents per cow, while it costs about eight or nine cents per cow
per day to get the milking done by hand.
An outbreak of contagious abortion occurred in the herd in
1918. By the use of sanitation, within one year's time the dis-
ease seemed under good control. About twenty-two cows aborted,
which is about seventy-five per cent of the milking herd and the
heifers old enough to be bred. Six of the twenty-two aborted the
second time, while the other sixteen seemed to be safely in calf.
In trying to combat the disease, the killed organism was used on
all pregnant animals, but of no avail. Living organisms were
used on all virgin heifers old enough to breed and these were
bred sixty days following. Some of these have calved normally
and all of the others seemed to be safely in calf and show no
signs of abortion.
A new addition was made to the dairy barn, comprising eight
' large roomy box stalls and a ten foot feed alley, and by making
use of the alley ten cows can be well taken care of. The purpose
of this addition was to furnish comfortable quarters for cows on
register of merit record wrork.
Ten cows were on official test during the year, and six of
these completed their records, as follows
:
Lady of Beachwood (Jersey) No. 388982, 6195.2 lbs. of milk
and 300 lbs. fat at the age of 2 years and 9 months.
Creampot's Bessie, (Jersey) No. 362854, 10,283.6 lbs. milk
and 445.79 lbs. fat at the age of 3 years and 9 months.
Creampot's Pearl (Jersey) No. 363480, 6514.5 lbs. milk and
305.41 lbs. fat, at the age of 3 years and 1 month.
Louisiana's Fair Queen (Jersey) No. 362857, 6713.8 lbs.
milk and 338.63 lbs. fat at the age of 2 years, and 10 months.
Bell Bettina Skylark (Holstein) No. 159057, 12,724.8 lbs.
milk and 413.85 lbs. fat at the age of 8 years and 1 month.
Bell Birmingham De Kol 4th (Holstein) No. 291585, 7398.4
lbs. milk and 272 lbs. fat at the age of 3 years.
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Four years ago the Dairy did not own any Register of Merit
cows. The above Jerseys were bred and raised on the Dairy
Farm and these and four others are from the same sire. Two of
these cows are are on test and producing as high as 43.5 lbs. of fat
per month. They will qualify for the Register of Merit with a
large amount to their credit.
We have made a wonderful improvement in the herd and the
increase in value has been steady. The value of the dairy herd at
this time is about $14,000. We own several show cows and
heifers, and one or two young bulls, among which we expect to
have some strong individuals to exhibit at the National Jersey
Show, to be held at Shreveport, La., next October.
Exhibits of both Jerseys and Holsteins were made at the
State Fair at Shreveport this year, and both herds were strong
competitors for the highest honors offered. Lady Grace De Kol
Johanna, 2nd, No. 303881 (Holstein) won the reserve grand
champion. She was first in butter fat production, making 5 lbs.
of fat from 157.3 lbs. milk in four days, after being on the road
three days and kept under most adverse conditions while on test.
She was second in economy of production of butter fat, making
1 lb. of fat for every 12 lbs. of grain consumed.
Excellent results were obtained by spraying the dairy herd
with a solution of Nicotine Sulphate for horn flies. The cost of
spraying each animal was about one cent per day, per cow, the
time it took to spray the animals was about a minute per cow
each day. We found that it was not necessary to spray each day
in order to keep the flies under control. About every other day
was sufficient. By using the sprayer regularly and removing all
manure from barnyard to field daily, keeping all drains open and
all wet places drained and well limed horn flies can be controlled
in most any dairy herd.
Good crops were grown on the farm this year, the early corn
and soy beans for silage averaged nine tons per acre and sorghum
after oats averaged about six tons per acre. A good crop of vetch
and oats was raised for hay which averaged about three tons.
This made an excellent quality of hay. After the clover and vetch
were harvested a good crop of June corn was raised.
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EXPERIMENT STATION DAIRY.
Statement of Receipts and Expenditures of the Experiment Station Dairy






Balance June 30, 1918 834.83







Tools, Implements and Machinery 224.72
Live Stock 567.75
Building and Repairs 1,328.07
Total Expenditures $7,343.61
Balance June 30, 1919 12.34
Total balance and receipts $7,355.95
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